Faculty and student body cooperated at Michigan State college to publicize the campaign for contributions to the World Student Service Fund. Mrs. Isabelle L. Don, counselor for women, shines the shoes of Jack Cowood, member of the university basketball team. The shine cost Cowood a 50 cent contribution to the WSSF campaign.

Dr. Walter Robert operates the only coronograph in the United States at the observatory jointly maintained by the University of Colorado and Harvard 11,000 feet above sea level in Colorado.

Irresistible after evening study hours are the tempting sandwiches sold in Connecticut college dormitories by a group of enterprising students who thus help defray their college expenses or earn money for extras such as flying or horsemanship lessons. Sally Carpenter (center), one of the originators of the "big business," gaily hawks her wares for customers Barbara D. Witte and Betty Warnken.

It Flies So High

Using a Japanese balloon found in Oregon during the war, Donald Picord sent skyward with this dual purpose of testing equipment and promoting the spirt of free ballooning.

The University of Minnesota sophomore, son of the famous balloonist Dr. Jean Picord, took off from downtown Minneapolis and landed 25 miles away.

In circle below he is shown boarding the newly designed aluminum basket.